
 

 

  

Abstract—The feature extraction method(s) used to recognize 
hand-printed characters play an important role in ICR applications.  
In order to achieve high recognition rate for a recognition system, the 
choice of a feature that suits for the given script is certainly an 
important task. Even if a new feature required to be designed for a 
given script, it is essential to know the recognition ability of the 
existing features for that script.  Devanagari script is being used in 
various Indian languages besides Hindi the mother tongue of majority 
of Indians. This research examines a variety of feature extraction 
approaches, which have been used in various ICR/OCR applications, 
in context to Devanagari hand-printed script. The study is conducted 
theoretically and experimentally on more that 10 feature extraction 
methods. The various feature extraction methods have been evaluated 
on Devanagari hand-printed database comprising more than 25000 
characters belonging to 43 alphabets. The recognition ability of the 
features have been evaluated using three classifiers i.e. k-NN, MLP 
and SVM.    
 
Keywords—Features, Hand-printed, Devanagari, Classifier, 

Database 

I. INTRODUCTION 

N OCR/ICR works in various phases such as: scanning, 
preprocessing, feature extraction, classification and post 

processing. The feature extraction phase is quite important 
since a set of useful properties of a character pattern available 
as an image is defined and extracted during this phase. On the 
basis of these properties, the given character pattern is 
assigned a label. These properties are quite significant for 
taking classification decision and are known as features in 
pattern recognition terminology. The feature extraction 
method(s) used must be robust for expressing the properties of 
a character/script under consideration. If there is slight 
variation in character image either due to printing, writing or 
due to instrument used, it should be able to absorb the same. 
There are many feature extraction methods available in 
literature. The features may be local or global. The features 
may be extracted from an original character or from its 
skeleton or contour form.   Govindan et al [1] categories the 
various feature extraction methods in three categories i.e. 
statistical, structural and Global transforms and series 
expansion. A character image is composed of black and white 
pixels having two levels either 0 or 255 in binary format or 
gray colors having a range of 256 colors between 0 and 255 in 
gray format. The images may be colored but in case of 
document images only binary or gray formats are mostly 
considered. The properties may be extracted from binary 
images, gray images, pseudo-binary or pseudo-gray depending  
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upon the feature extraction method used. A survey on the 
handwritten recognition has been carried by Plamondon et al 
[2], Koerich et al [3] and Arica et al [4]. The work done for 
recognititon of Indian language script is reported by Pal et 
al[6]. Devanagari handwritten isolated word recognition is 
done by Parui et al[ 49] and Shaw et al[50] and isolated 
character recognition is carried by Deshpande et al[48]. 

The hand-printed patterns come from different writers and 
possess great variations. The recognition of hand-printed 
patters is difficult as compared to machine-printed.  Some 
factors that complicate the recognition process in hand-printed 
character recognition in noise-less situations are: 1). Number 
of classes under consideration.  2). Presence of ambiguous 
classes. 3). Complexity of the script under consideration. 4). 
Variability caused in writing the given patterns.  

First three factors are script dependent whereas last factor 
depends upon various factors such as writer, writing situation, 
instruments used etc.  and there is no limit to it. The 
complicacy in recognition is further aggravated   by slant 
writing. A robust recognition system must be able to recognize 
slanted characters or words that must be straightened before 
applying recognition process. The main reasons for slant 
removal prior to perform recognition are [20], [21], [22]: 1) 
There is a lot of difficulty in segmenting a slanted word into 
characters. The slant is corrected to minimize the problem of 
overlapping adjacent characters, due to slant, interfering in the 
columns of the pixels extracted from them.  2) Excessive time 
is required to train slanted characters in a recognition system. 
3) The accuracy of a recognition system, with slanted patterns, 
is affected adversely. 

As such there are two ways to cover the variability caused 
due to slant writing in a recognition system. These ways are:1) 
Normalize a slanted word or character before recognition. 
Some methods used for this purpose are based on histogram 
[23], [24], chain code contour [25],[26] and dynamic 
programming. 2) Some researchers do not perform slant 
normalization. In this strategy the slant is compensated during 
training process [25]. The amount of training data required for 
covering as many slant angles as possible is large. This 
increase in data complicates the recognition process a lot. One 
way to remove this problem is to use slant invariant feature 
extraction methods [20]. So it is essential to find out a feature 
that possesses better slant invariance over other for a given 
script.  If we use a good slant invariant feature,  a majority of 
above mentioned problems will be solve up to a  lot 
extant[53]. A pattern recognition model when applied to hand-
printed recognition requires training the machines (systems) 
with handwritten samples of different persons. In order to train 
a machine a large number of   training samples are required. If 
the number of samples is small, the machine may not learn 
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adequately. There is a lot of impact of size of training data set 
on the recognition performance of a classifier. Training a 
classifier with adequate number of handwritten samples enrich 
it with generalization ability. It is essential to know the effect 
of size of training dataset on the recognition performance of a 
feature extraction method.   

A feature extraction method may be used as a standalone or 
may be used in combination with each other. It is essential to 
check the performance of various features in combination with 
each other. Actually, this is required to know that which 
features combination is better for a given script. In this paper, 
we tried to give the answers of the following questions: 1) 
Recognition performance of which feature is better? 2) 
Recognition performance of which feature combination is 
better?  3) Which feature is least training data prone?  

II. FEATURES IN BRIEF 

The feature extraction method(s) used to recognize hand-
printed characters play an important role in ICR applications. 
There exist many features in literature which have been used 
for the recognition of various hand-printed scripts. It is 
essential to check the performance of a feature on a given 
script. Given a large number of features, it is difficult to 
decide which feature should be used for given application.  
Feature which is suited for one script may not suit other. One 
more important factor about a set of features used to recognize 
a script is its size.  So, one may have to apply the various 
features on a script by taking large dataset and find out which 
feature is better and what should be its size. The variability in 
handwritten patterns is so large that a single feature may not 
do well. So, it is essential to check the performance of various 
features in combination and sort out which combination is 
suited for a given application.   

A pattern recognition model when applied to hand-printed 
recognition requires training the machines (systems) with 
handwritten samples of different persons. In order to train a 
machine a large number of   training samples are required. 
Some features require large training samples whereas others 
give good generalization even with small training sample set. 
So, it is essential to check which feature is large data prone 
and which is less data prone. Some While testing the 
suitability of a feature to a script, one may have to redesign the 
existing features so that large recognition performance may be 
attained with small size of feature set. Our paper responds all 
such question and sorts out which feature is better for our 
application.  Some features considered here are promising and 
have been used primary features in many applications. The 
various feature extraction methods considered are zoning, 
projection profiles, projection histograms, crossings, distance 
transform, chain code histograms, directional distance 
distribution, gradient (Sobel operators), Kirsch directional 
edges and neighborhood pixels weights and Total distances in 
four directions. The performance of various features is tested 
using three classifiers i.e. k-NN, MLP and SVM on 
Devanagari hand-printed database.  The comparisons of some 
results with the results already published [51] are also made 
here. 

A. Profiles  

The profiles based features are motivated for recognition of 
hand-printed numerals by Shridhar et al [16], where authors 
used left and right profiles only. The use of profiles as 
complementary feature for recognition of hand-printed pattern 
is carried by many authors and some authors are: Heutte et al 
[17], Liu et al [18] and Koerich [19].  Profiles extract the 
structural information of outer contour and do not provide any 
information about the interior structure of a character image 
such as loops, number of strokes, etc.  

B. Histograms 

Projection histogram based features are motivated by 
Glauberman [14], where author used these in an OCR which 
was hardware oriented. Moreover, this technique is also used 
to detect orientation in a document page or segmenting a page 
into lines, words and characters. In order to find the projection 
histograms, an image is tracked along a path from a side and 
the number of black pixels in that path is counted. A 
histogram gives the width of character strokes along a 
particular path (either row or column). The vertical histograms 
are slant invariant whereas horizontal histograms are not [15]. 
The histograms only give the stroke information along the 
given path and do not cover any other properties such as 
number of strokes along a path, width of each stroke, location 
of each stroke, etc. 

C. Crossings 

Crossings based methods have been used in [12], [13] for 
hand-printed character recognition and are generally used to 
detect the number of strokes presented in a character along a 
particular path. If this path is along the rows, then it is called 
horizontal crossings and if this path is along the columns, then 
it is called vertical crossings. The crossings can be considered 
as the number of transitions either from black to white or from 
white to black pixels along a particular path. Crossings can be 
extracted from an original character as well as from its 
skeleton. Kim et al [12] used crossings in raw form but Arica 
et al [13] used median of the black pixel runs in each scan 
line. 

D. Zoning 

Zoning feature extraction method was implemented in 
Calera OCR system used to recognize machine-printed non-
decorative fonts. Bosker [10] gives some details about zoning 
method used in Calera. Cao et al [11] used zoning on numeral 
contours where the images are divided into 4×4 zones. Zoning 
can be implemented on various forms of a character image 
such as original (solid character), character contour and 
character skeleton. In addition, this method can be used to 
recognize both gray as well as binary images. It is used to 
capture local properties of a character. In this feature 
extraction method, a character image (character bitmap / 
character bounding box) is mostly divided into zones. Mostly, 
non-overlapping zones are taken but Cao et al [11] divided the 
character bitmap into overlapping zones. 
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    E.  Kirsch Directional edges 

The edge strength at a pixel (x, y) along horizontal (H), 
vertical (V), left-diagonal (L) and right-diagonal(R) is 
calculated from an image as follows[7],[9]:  

|T3S|,|5T3Smax(|5)(x,yG 4400H −−= )                 (1) 

             |T3S|,|5T3Smax(|5)(x,yG 6622V −−= )               (2)         

             |T3S|,|5T3Smax(|5)(x,yG 5511R −−= )               (3) 

             |T3S|,|5T3Smax(|5)(x,yG 7733L −−= )              (4)    

             Where S i  and T i  are defined as: AAAS iiii 21 ++ ++=                                            
                  AAAAAT iiiiii 76543 +++++ ++++=                                 

The subscript i of pixels  is taken as modulo 8 and   (i = 0, 
1, 2,…,7) is eight neighbors of pixel (x, y) starting from top-
left pixel and moving clock-wise.  Some authors who 
used/studied this feature for handwritten recognition are: 
Wen[27], Kim[12],  Knerr et al[28] and  Chao[29]. 

F. Gradient   

The gradient of an image is a measure of the magnitude and 
direction of greatest change in image intensity I(x, y) at each 
pixel (x, y). The gradient direction at any pixel (x, y) gives the 
direction of greatest change in image intensity and it is given 
as [9],[30],[31]: 

 
(x,y)G

(x,y)G
tan(x,y)

x

y1−=Θ                                      (5) 

  
x

I(x,y)
(x,y)Gx ∂

∂
= , 

y

I(x,y)
(x,y)G y ∂

∂
=                   (6) 

The angle   is measured with x-axis (horizontal axis). The 
direction of the edge at a pixel (x, y) is perpendicular to the 
gradient vector at that point. Where Gx and G y

  are gradient 

components along x-axis and y-axis and in case of Sobel 
gradient these are obtained at any pixel (x, y) by convolving 
the given image with 3×3 windows given in “Fig. 1(a-b)”. The 
gradient based features have been successfully used for off-
line handwritten numeral or character recognition by Srikantan 
et al[31], Liu et al [32], Liu et al [33] and  Fujisawa et al [34] 
and for on-line character recognition by  Kawamura et al [35]. 

 
G. Distance Transform 

A distance transform assigns to each white pixel 
(background) of a binary image a value equal to its distance to 
the nearest black pixels (foreground) according to a defined 

metric. A new image, which has same size as that of an 
original image, is created using distance transform and this 
image is called as distance map (DM). In DM each 

background pixel has some value whereas each foreground 
pixel has 0 value. The DT algorithm proposed by Rosenfeld et 
al[44] is earliest. Borgefors[36] presented the Chamfer 
distance algorithm(CDA) that efficiently and accurately 
calculates the DT of 2 dimensional  images. 

It works in two passes. Initial value assigned to each 
location of DM as: 

 



 =

=
Otherwiseval

blackeiyxIif
yxDM

..1),(0
),(         (7) 

We have used three kinds distance metrics i.e. Chamfer, 
Euclidean, and Chessboard in experiments.  The value of 
symbols  ‘#’ and ‘*’ is 4 and 3 , 1 and 1 , and  2   and 1 in 
case of  Chamfers, Chesboard and Euclidean distance 
respectively The DT based features have been used/studied  by 
Smith et al [38], Koύacs et al [39] and Oh et al[40] for 
handwritten recognition and Negi et al [37] for machine-
printed Telugu character recognition. 

H. Chain Code 

Chain codes are a kind of directional codes. The codes may 
be 4-directional or 8-directional depending upon                     
4-connectivity or 8-connectivity of a pixel to its neighboring 
contour pixel.  The direct comparison between two or more 
objects merely on the basis of their raw chain codes is not 
suitable due to some problems [42] and in this study chain 
code histograms [43] have been studied in contrast to raw 
chain codes.  Chain code histogram based feature have been 
used by Kimura et al [43] for hand-printed numeral 
recognition. All possible existing contours are traced and their 
chain codes are produced using Freeman chain code 
algorithm.  As already mentioned, the codes may be 4-
directional or         8-directional. The 4-directional code may 
be obtained from   8-directional codes where the contour 
pixels having code 4 , 5, 6 and 7 are assigned 0, 1, 2 and 3 
codes, respectively.   

I. Directional Distance Distribution  

In directional distance distribution (DDD) [40], the distance 
of a white pixel to a black or the distance of a black pixel to a 
white pixel in all 8 directions is taken as feature extraction 
criteria and all the 8 distances contribute to the feature vector. 
The authors [40] have used DDD in three forms no-tilling, 
circular-tilling and  mirror-tilling. 

In directional distance distribution, a ray is shot from  a 
pixel in all eight directions and the distance traveled by a ray 
from a pixel to its opposite color pixels in all the 8 directions 

 

         
 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 2 a) Forward mask F and b) Backward mask B 

-1 0 +1 

-2 0 +2 

-1 0 +1 

a) 

-1 -2 -1 

0 0 0 

+1 +2 +1 

b) 

Fig. 1 Sobel operator to compute gradient component along: 
a) x-axis,    b)   y-axis. 
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is computed. The distance traveled by a ray along all 8 
directions at a given pixel is encoded using 16-cell array. The 
upper 8 cells of an array (at each pixel) are used if a ray is 
originated from a white pixel and the values of lower 8 cells 
are zero in this case. We have chosen circular-tilling for 
comparison as it is predicted best by authors. After computing 
direction distance distribution of all the pixels presented in an 
image we get 16 sub-images corresponding to one image per 
direction.  

J. Neighborhood Pixels Weight (A New Feature) 

In this feature, the weights on a pixel due to the black pixels 
corresponding to first, second, and third level neighborhood 
pixels are computed [52]. The weights on pixel (5,5), “Fig. 
3(b)”, due to left-top, right-top, left-bottom and right-bottom 
corner due to all the three level neighborhood black pixels are 
0.44 , 0.56 ,0.56 and 0.11 respectively. A weight map (WM) 
corresponding to all the pixels for a given image is prepared. 
The weight map consists of four planes, each having size same 
as the size of normalized image. 

K. Total distances in four directions(TDIST) 

The size of DDD based feature vector is too large to be 
combined with other features whereas recognition power is 
quite good. To combine it with other features and avoid large 
dimension of final feature size, the feature is restructured. It is 
encoded using 4-cell per pixel where each cell contains total 
distances traveled by a ray for a pixel along a particular 
direction. The total distance for a pixel (5, 5), “Fig. 3(a)”, 
along horizontal, vertical, left-diagonal and right-diagonal 
directions are 2, 2, 3 and 4  respectively. The total distances 
for background pixels are computed only. All the four cells 
corresponding to a black pixel are zero. This gives four TDIST 
planes with one plane per direction. Each TDIST plane is 
divided into 4×4 regions and average distance along each 
direction in each region is computed.  

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

All the experiments have been conducted under same 
conditions. The slant normalization is not performed at all. 
The size normalization of a character image plays an 
important role and extracting features from a character without 
normalizing it to some standard size not only poses some 
problems in feature representation but also degrades the 
performance of a recognition system. The size normalization 
method used here is, which preserves the aspect ratio, studied 
by Liu et al [45]. In order to extract features, the character 
bitmaps or direction planes or distance maps, etc, are divided 

into number of regions of equal size. The size of a character 
image has been chosen keeping in mind the number of regions 
to be created. Since, in case of Devanagari characters there 
exists a head line at top. We suggest removing this line prior 
to perform size normalization, extract features and perform 
recognition. The algorithm used to do so has been studied 
in[5]. The presence of head line on the top of characters 
adversely affects the performance of a recognition system a 
lot. The size of a character image chosen for conducting 
experiments is 30×30, but in some cases, we have changed the 
size a little depending upon the requirements.   

A given feature may be used in different ways. We have 
tested the internal as well as external performance of each 
feature extraction method.  The internal performance is 
considered by conducting the experiments on various possible 
variations for a given feature type. A feature extraction 
method may be used with various variations. It is essential to 
know the performance of several variations of a feature type. 
We have conducted experiments to predict the performance of 
various variations of each feature type to identify which 
feature vector from these variations is better. A single stage 
classification scheme has been used in all the experiments 
conducted here. The experimental results using single feature 
and single stage classifiers with MLP, k-NN and SVM are 
given Table I.  

Since our database consists of more than 600 characters per 
class, the characters of each class are numbered. For our 
experiments we have used 600 characters per class from each 
class (alphabet character). In order to cross validate the results 
we have partitioned our database in four subsets: A, B, C and 
D. The size of each subset is equal.  In each trial, 75% data is 
used for training and 25% data is used for testing, i.e. one 
subset is used to test and three subsets are used to train the 
classifier. Meaning thereby, four fold cross validation has 
been used. 

A. Feature Extraction Strategy 

In Section II, we have discussed various features to be 
considered for examining against proposed feature. In this 
subsection, the strategy used to extract features to make 
comparison is discussed.  Since the size of normalized image 
used is 30×30 pixels. The profiles are computed on each side, 
for all rows and columns, i.e. left, right, top and bottom and 
the size of feature vector used is 30×4=120. The feature is 
named as Pro-120. In one more instance, the character image 
is rotated at 45º and again all the four profiles are computed.  

All the four profiles before and after rotating an image are 
considered. The feature vector size is 30×8=240 and feature is 
mentioned as Pro-240. The experiments are also conducted by 
taking : 1) the average of two adjoining profiles, and 2) the 
alternative profiles independently. In both these cases, the 
sizes of feature vectors are reduced by 50% but results are low 
as compared to Pro-120 and Pro-240 and are not reported here.  

 
Fig. 3 a) Binary image 10×10 pixels size;  b) The three layer 

neighborhood pixels of pixel (5, 5) on four corners 
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In first case of histogram based feature, only horizontal and 
vertical histograms are considered. The character bitmap is 
size normalized to 30×30. The size of feature vector is 30+30 
= 60 and feature is named as His-60. In second case, two more 
histograms, left diagonal and right diagonal are considered in 
addition to left and right histograms. Since the size of 
character bitmap is 30×30 and the number of possible left 
diagonal bins is 59. But we have considered only 49 diagonal 
bins and the histograms due to 10 bins (5 on one corner and 5 
on another corner) are not considered. The same situation is 
for right diagonal histograms. The size of feature vector is 
60+98=158 and feature is named as His-158. The normalized 
feature vector is obtained by dividing number of black pixel in 
each bin with the total number of pixels in each bin. The 
experiments are also conducted by taking the average of two 
adjoining bins which reduces the size of feature vector by 
50%. The results are recorded low as compared to His-60 and 
His-158 and are not shown here.  

In case of crossings, the character bitmap size chosen and 
number of bins taken are same as in case of projection 
histograms. The number of crossings in each bin is computed 
and the feature vector is normalized, between 0.0 and 0.1, by 
dividing number of crossings in each bin with the maximum 
value of crossings achieved out of all the bins since we have 

no prior knowledge about the occurrence of maximum value 
of crossings. The features are named as Cro-158 and Cro-60. 
The experiments are also conducted similar to the strategies 
used in [12],[13], but the results are low as compared to the 
results reported for Cro-158 and Cro-60.  

In case of zoning, the experiments are conducted by 
considering different number of zones on solid normalized 
character image. The numbers of zones considered are 8×8, 
10×10 and 12×12 and their corresponding features are named 
as Zn-64, Zn-100 and Zn-144 respectively. The experiments 
are also conducted by considering 16×16 and 14×14 zones but 
the recognition results are not affected.  So the optimal size of 
number of zones is between 8×8 - 12×12. The experiments are 
also conducted by considering the zones on contour form of 
the character images. The number of zones considered are 
10×10 and 12×12 and their corresponding features are named 
as  ZnC-100 and ZnC-144. The various authors, like Oh et al 
[40] and Le Cun et al [47], have used or  studied the 
performance of original binary images normalized to 16×16 
size giving  256 binary feature vectors. We have also 
conducted experiments this way and feature is mentioned as 
Img-256.  

The distance transform (DT) can be computed using various 
distance metrics. We have computed DT with three distance 

.  
Fig. 4 Analysis of relative recognition performance of various features for three classifiers 
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Fig. 5 Relative performance of various features in combination using three classifiers 
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metrics i.e., Euclidean, Chessboard and Chamfer and 
compared their recognition performance with each other. The 
character bitmap size taken is 30×30. In each case the image is 
convolved with 3×3 windows given in “Fig. 2(a-b)” and 
distance map (DM) is computed. The distance map is divided 
into 10×10 regions. The average minimum distance in each 
region is computed. The feature vector is normalized by 
dividing each feature component with maximum value of 
average minimum distance obtained out of all the features for 
a given image. The  features with Chamfer, Euclidean and 
Chessboard are mentioned as DT(Cha)-100, DT(E)-100 and 
DT(Che)-100 respectively.  

   We have conducted some experiments to know the 
performance of chain code histograms based features with 8-
directional codes as well as   4-directional codes. To obtain 4-
directional codes from 8-directional codes, the contour pixels 
having directional codes 4, 5, 6 and 7 are assigned codes 0, 1, 
2, and 3, respectively. The size of character image considered 
is 30×30.  For our experiments, we have partitioned chain 
coded image into 5×5 regions and frequency of occurrence of 
each code in each region is computed. The experiments are 
also conducted by considering 4×4 regions, but the recognition 
rates are low as compared to the recognition rates given for 
Ch-100 and Ch-200. The features with 4-directional and 8-
directional codes are mentioned as Ch-100 and Ch-200 
respectively.  

In case of DDD, we have conducted experiments with no-
tilling and circular-tilling only. The size of character bitmap 
considered is 32×32.  The distance of a pixel in an image in all 
8 directions is encoded using 16 cell array and this gives 16 
DDD planes of size 32×32 for a given image. Each DDD 
plane is divided into 4×4 regions. The size of feature vector is 
16×4×4=256 in both experiments, i.e., using circular-tilling 
and no-tilling. Furthermore, if we divide each DDD plane into 
5×5 regions then the size of feature vector is quite large, i.e., 
16×5×5=400 features and it becomes very difficult to combine 
this feature with other features. Moreover, the large size of 
feature vector also increases the classification time. So, we 
have not considered 400 features of DDD for conducting our 

experiments. The features for circular-tilling and no-tilling are 
mentioned as DDD (CT)-256 and DDD (NT)-256 
respectively. We have also conducted experiments with 3×3 
regions but the results recorded are quite low as compared to 
the results obtained with DDD (CT)-256 and DDD(NT)-256.  

In case of gradient based features, we have taken original 
binary images only. The gradient components in x-direction 
and y-direction of a binary image at a pixel are computed by 
convolving the image with Sobel masks given in “Fig. 1(a)” 
and 1(b). The gradient direction of each pixel in an image is 
obtained by using (5) and stored in an array which has same 
size as that of an image. This is also called Gradient Direction 
Map (GDM). The gradient direction varies from 0 to 360 
degree. The gradient direction is quantized into d3 directional 
levels which produce d3 directional sub-images for a given 
image with one sub-image for each quantized directional level.  

 
Fig. 6 Effect of training data size on recognition performance of various features and SVM classifier 
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We have conducted experiments by taking 3 different 
values of d3, i.e., 4, 8 and 12. The size of each sub-image is 
same as the size of binary image, i.e., 30×30. To reduce size of 
feature vector, each directional sub-image is divided into 5×5 
regions. The features for 4, 8 and 12 directional level are 
mentioned as Grd-100, Grd-200 and Grd-300 respectively. 
The experiments are also conducted considering 3×3 and 4×4 
regions but results are recoded low as compared to Grd-100, 
Grd-200 and Grd-300.  The experiments are also conducted on 
pseudo-gray images with 4-directional level and feature is 
mentioned as Grd-100G.  The strength along horizontal (H), 
vertical (V), left-diagonal (L) and right-diagonal(R) direction 
is calculated from binary image using (1-4). The size of 
character image taken is  30×30. The experiments are 
conducted with this feature by extracting the features from 4 
sub-images available due to 4 directional edges. Each sub-
image is divided into 5×5 regions giving feature vector size 

554 ×× =100 and feature is mentioned as Kir-100. 
Experiments are also conducted by taking original image in 
addition to 4 directional sub-images, as it is done in [12], [29], 

giving feature vector size 555 ×× =125 and feature is 

mentioned as Kir-125.In case of neighborhood pixels 
weights(NPW), we have performed our experiments by 
considering the pixels of all the three levels. Here we have 
considered the weights on a pixel due to black pixels on all the 
four corners. A weight map (WM) corresponding to all the 
pixels in an image is prepared. The weight map consists of 
four planes, each having 30×30 pixels size. Each plane is due 
to neighborhood pixels weights along a particular corner (one 
out of four corners) for all the pixels in an image. To extract 
feature vector, each WM plane is divided into 5×5 regions and 
average weight in each region is computed and the feature is 
mentioned as NPW-100.  

We have also investigated one simple form of DDD feature 
to get small size of feature vector so that it may be combined 
with other features. Rather than taking distance in all 8-
directions and encoding the feature using 16-cell array at each 
pixel, we take total distance in 4-directions as explained in 
Subsection II(K) and there are four planes corresponding to an 
image.  The distances of background pixels are considered 
only. Each plane is divided into 5×5 regions giving 
4×5×5=100 features.  This feature is mentioned as TDIST-100 

 

Fig. 7 Effect of training data size on recognition performance of various features and MLP classifier 
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Fig. 8 Effect of training data size on error rate with k-NN, MLP and SVM classifier studied using gradient feature 
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feature in our study.  This reduces the size of feature vector a 
lot making it convenient to combine this feature with other 
features.   

B. Result Analysis 

From results given in Table I, it is clear that in case of 
zoning, profiles, histograms, crossings and Kirsch directional 
edges;  Zn-100, Prof-240, His-158, Cro-158 and Kir-125 
performs respectively. In case of gradient (Sobel), DDD, chain 
code histograms and distance transform; Grd-200, DDD-(CT)-
256, Ch-200 and DT (Cha)-100 performs respectively. The 
analysis of some performing features given in Table I along 
with Img-256, NPW-100 and TDIST-100 is given in “Fig. 
(4)”.  

Among the various features studied here the gradient based 
feature Grd-200 is performing better for SVM and k-NN and 
Pro-240 with k-NN and Img-256 with all three classifiers are 
least performing. However, the performance of DDD (CT)-
256 and Grd-200 with MLP is neck-to-neck. Also the 
performance of chain code with SVM and k-NN is better as 
compared to DDD(Cha)-256. It means DDD(Cha)-256 
performs well with MLP as compared to k-NN and SVM.  

The performance of MLP classifier is lying between the 
performance of SVM and k-NN classifiers. This is true for all 
the feature extraction methods. As far as feature extraction 
methods for recognition are concerned, the four methods, i.e. 
profiles, histograms, crossings and Kirsch directional edges 
are not performing much better. Their recognition rate is 
between 84-86% on Devanagari database using SVM 
classifier in single stage recognition scheme. Among the 
various feature extraction methods analyzed in our study, the 
features extracted from binary images normalized to 16×16 
size having 256 binary feature components  is least performing 
and its recognition rate with SVM classifier is 82.3%. The 
zoning, distance transform, TDIST and NPW based features 
are better as compared to above mentioned features. The chain 
code histograms, directional distance distribution and gradient 
(Sobel operators) based features are performing features. 
Among the various feature extraction methods a gradient 

based feature extraction method, Grd-200, is outperforming 
individually.  Its recognition rate is 93.5% using SVM 
classifier. 

IV. STUDY OF SOME SIGNIFICANT FACTORS 

In this section, the effects of multiple features, training set 
size and slant writing is studied on the recognition 
performance of various features. The effect of these factors 
has been studied to achieve a feature vector which is slant 
invariant, less training data prone and gives better recognition 
accuracy for our application. 

A. Multiple Features (Single Stage Classifier)  

We have also conducted experiments to know the 
recognition performance of various features in combination. It 
is not possible to conduct experiments for all combinations. 
We have conducted experiments for various possible feature 
combinations but the results obtained after combining six top 
features are reported here. We have chosen small sized feature 
vector due to each feature type to combine with other feature. 
The purpose is to get a feature vector of low dimension.  
Although, the performance of DDD (CT)-256 feature  is better 
as compared to TDIST-100 feature (see Table I) but we have 
not used this feature for combination, rather TDIST-100 
feature is used, as it gives very high dimensional feature 
vector after combining with other features. The performance 
of gradient, chain code histograms, TDIST, distance 
transform, NPW and zoning based features has not improved 
much, rather degraded a lot, when they are combined with 
crossings, histograms, profiles and Kirsch directional edge 
based features. We have not listed those results here. Some 
results with combination of two features for recognition are 
given in Table II. The performance comparison of results 
given in Table II is made in “Fig. (5)”.   

Consider the case of SVM classifier.  The recognition rates 
of the recognition schemes, where zoning method combined 
with gradient, chain code histograms and TDIST based 
methods, are low.  The zoning has even degraded the 

 

 
Fig. 9 Effect of training data size on error rate with k-NN, MLP and SVM classifier studied using chain code histograms feature 
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performance of these three features. On the other hand, the 
performance of recognition system improved when a DT 
based feature combined with gradient or chain code 
histograms based features but when a DT based feature 
combined with TDIST, the performance is not improved. The 
recognition performance is also not improved much as 
gradient based feature combined with chain code histograms 
based feature.  

The performance is improved when gradient based feature, 
Grd-100, combined with neighborhood pixels weights based 
feature NPW-100 or TDIST based feature TDIST-100. The 
top three combinations using SVM classifier are: TdistGrd-
200, NpwGrd-200 and GrdCh-200 which have achieved 
recognition rates 93.9%, 93.7% and 93.6 %, respectively using 
SVM classifier. With MLP classifier, the top three 
combinations are: TdistGrd-200, GrdDt-200, NpwGrd-200 
and their recognition rates are 90.1%, 90.1% and 90.0%, 
respectively. 

The increase in performance in these three cases is due the 
fact that the gradient and chain code histograms based features 
extract the properties of a character image based on direction 
of pixels on outer contour or near to contour and these features 
are also called as directional features whereas distance 
transform and directional distance distribution  based features 
extract the properties of the character image on the basis of the 

distance of a pixel from its opposite color pixel in all 
directions and these features are also called as distance based 
features. Hence, directional and distance based features 
contribute different information for discrimination. This 
behavior can be observed in case of TdistGrd-200 and GrdDt-
200 combinations, where recognition rates have improved a 
lot. But in case of TdistDt-200 combination the performance  
has not improved much as TDIST and DT are distance based 
features. This is not only true for SVM but also for MLP and 
k-NN classifiers. The performance is also not improved much 
in case of chain code histograms and gradient based 
combination as both these features are direction based and 
contribute same kind of information to resultant feature vector. 
Also, projection profiles, histograms, crossings and Kirsch 
directional edge based features are not good to be used as 
supporting features for final recognition. The good choice in 
combination is TdistGrd-200 and NpwGrd-200 features for all 
the three classifiers. Though, the NPW-100 feature is not 
performing much when used alone but in combination it is 
performing much better as compared to some other features 
studied here. 

B. Effect of Training Set Size 

The training set size affects the recognition performance of 
a recognition system a lot. But a question arises, whether the 

TABLE I 
RESULTS OF VARIOUS FEATURES WITH THREE CLASSIFIERS 

Sr.No.  Size Recognition Results (%) 

 Feature Name Image Feature 
vector 

SVM 
(RBF) 

MLP k-NN 

1 Normalized  Binary Image(16×16) (Img-256) 16×16 256 82.3 76.6 68.2 

2 Zoning (Zn-100) 30×30 100 88.3 80.3 77.6 

3 Zoning (Zn-64) 32×32 64 87.9 79.5 78.0 

4 Zoning (Zn-144) 36×36 144 88.2 79.1 78.0 

5 Zoning (ZnC-100) 30×30 100 85.0 76.0 73.0 
6 Zoning (ZnC-144) 30×30 144 85.0 76.7 70.8 

7 Profile (Pro-240) 30×30 240 84.4 80.2 60.6 
8 Profile (Pro-120) 30×30 120 81.7 76.5 60.2 

9 Histogram (His-60) 30×30 60 72.6 67.4 55.6 
10 Histogram (His-158) 30×30 158 84.7 80.3 72.3 

11 Crossings (Cro-158) 30×30 158 85.9 80.3 73.2 

12 Crossings (Cro-60) 30×30 60 65.6 58.7 50.7 
13 Chamfer (DT(Cha)-100) 30×30 100 88.1 83.3 74.9 
14 Euclidean (DT(E)-100) 30×30 100 88.1 82.6 74.8 
15 Chessboard (DT(Che)-100) 30×30 100 87.5 82.8 74.8 
16 Chain Code Histograms(Ch-100) 30×30 100 92.2 88.7 81.1 
17 Chain Code Histograms(Ch-200) 30×30 200 92.4 88.7 80.9 
18 Directional Distance Distribution 

(DDD(CT)-256) 
32×32 256 92.0 89.7 78.6 

19 Directional Distance Distribution 
No-Tilling (DDD(NT)-256) 

32×32 256 92.0 88.8 78.0 

20 Gradient(Sobel) (Grd-200) 30×30 200 93.5 89.6 83.3 
21 Gradient(Sobel) (Grd-100G) 30×30 100 92.5 88.6 85.2 
22 Gradient(Sobel) (Grd-100) 30×30 100 93.2 88.9 84.6 

23 Gradient(Sobel) (Grd-300) 30×30 300 93.5 89.5 81.9 
24 Kirsch Edge+ Original(Kir-125) 30×30 125 90.8 86.9 80.3 
25 Kirsch(Kir-100) 30×30 100 86.0 82.2 64.8 
26 Neighborhood Pixels Weights(NPW-100) 30×30 100 86.9 85.0 77.5 
27 Total Distance in 4-directions(TDIST-100) 30×30 100 90.5 86.4 77.9 
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discrimination ability of all the feature extraction methods is 
affected equally or there is a little effect on the performance of 
some features, with small training sample set size, as 
compared to others? The performance of which feature type is 
least or mostly effected? To know the effects of training 
sample size on discrimination ability of various features and 
classifiers, we have conducted experiments by taking different 
sizes of training sample set. For testing purpose all 150 
samples/class from test samples of set A are taken. The 
classifiers are trained on different sizes of training data taken 
from training subsets B, C and D. The experimental results are 
given Table III. The analysis of effect of size of training data 
set on the recognition rate of various features using SVM and 
MLP classifiers are given in “Fig. (6)” and  “Fig. (7)”,  
respectively. 

From “Fig. (6-7)”, it is clear that the size of training data set 
affects the recognition rate of various features a lot but it is not 
uniform in case of all  feature extraction methods. The 
performance of some features has a lot of effect whereas some 
has very small effect. This effect is large on Zn-100, Kir-100, 
DT(Cha)-100 and NPW-100 and small on Ch-100,  
DDD(CT)-256(except in case of MLP), TDIST-100  and least 
on Grd-100 feature. It is very high in case of Zn-100. It means 
that zoning, Kirsch direction edge, distance transform and 
neighborhood pixels weights based features are more training 
data prone whereas other features are less.  

 

The zoning is highly training data prone feature. The error 
rate on DDD(CT)-256 and Grd-100 using SVM classifier with 
450 sample/class are 5.9% and 5.1% , respectively and grows 
to 8.3% and 7.0% as the number of samples/class are reduced 
to 150. It means gradient based feature is less data prone as  
compared to DDD based. Similarly, the effect of training 
sample size on the recognition performance of various 
classifiers using two features, gradient and chain code 
histograms, has been analyzed in “Fig. (8)” and “Fig. (9)”, 
respectively. 

From “Fig. (8-9)”, it is clear that the error rate of k-NN with 
small sample size is larger as compared to other two classifies, 
i.e., MLP and SVM.  The error rate with 450 samples/class 
using chain code histograms and k-NN combination “Fig. (9)” 
is 17.8% and grown to 22.2% when samples are reduced to 
150 per class. The difference in error rates is 5.8%. This 
difference is less for MLP and SVM classifiers, which is 2.9% 
and 1.9%, respectively. The same is true for gradient based 
feature “Fig. (8)” for all the three classifiers. It means that k-
NN based classifier is more training data prone as compared to 
MLP and SVM. The SVM classifier is least training data 
dependent as its performance is effecting not much as 
compared to other two classifiers on reducing the size of 
training data. 

 

TABLE II 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH MULTIPLE FEATURES 

Name of Feature Extraction 
Methods 

Size of 
Feature 
Vector 

 
Classifiers 

Recognition Rate (%) 

A B C D Average 

TDIST-100+Grd-100 
(TdistGrd-200) 

200 k-NN, 89.0 84.2 83.5 87.1 85.9 

MLP 92.5 87.9 88.1 91.8 90.1 

SVM(RBF) 95.3 92.2 93.0 95.3 93.9 

NPW-100+Grd-100 
(NpwGrd-200) 

200 k-NN, 88.0 83.9 83.3 86.5 85.4 
MLP 93.0 87.5 87.7 91.7 90.0 

SVM(RBF) 95.3 92.3 92.6 94.8 93.7 
GRD-100+Ch-100 

(GrdCh-200) 
200 k-NN, 87.9 84.0 83.3 86.6 85.4 

MLP 92.9 87.9 87.8 91.0 89.9 
SVM(RBF) 95.0 92.2 92.5 94.7 93.6 

TDIST-100+DT(Cha)-100 
(TdistDt-200) 

200 k-NN, 83.5 78.0 77.1 81.2 79.9 
MLP 90.6 85.1 86.1 89.6 87.8 

SVM(RBF) 93.6 88.8 89.1 92.8 91.1 
TDIST-100+Zn-100 

(TdistZn-200) 
200 k-NN, 84.2 80.5 78.7 83.8 81.8 

MLP 88.7 83.8 82.2 87.6 85.6 
SVM(RBF) 92.9 88.7 88.8 91.7 90.5 

Grd-100+Zn-100 
(GrdZn-200) 

200 k-NN, 85.2 82.2 80.6 84.3 83.1 
MLP 92.1 87.1 87.2 90.5 89.2 

SVM(RBF) 94.4 90.9 90.8 94.3 92.6 
Grd-100+DT(Cha)-100 

(GrdDt-200) 
200 k-NN, 88.0 83.6 83.0 86.4 85.2 

MLP 92.6 88.3 88.0 91.6 90.1 

SVM(RBF) 95.1 92.3 92.2 95.0 93.6 
Ch-100+DT(Cha)-100 

(ChDt-200) 
200 k-NN, 86.3 80.6 81.2 85.1 83.3 

MLP 92.7 87.9 87.5 91.6 89.9 
SVM(RBF) 95.1 91.7 92.1 94.2 93.3 

Ch-100+Zn-100 
(ChZn-200) 

200 k-NN, 83.5 80.2 78.8 82.4 81.2 
MLP 90.5 85.1 85.3 89.6 87.6 

SVM(RBF) 93.6 90.4 90.1 92.6 91.7 
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C.  Time Factor 

From Table IV, it is clear that the classification time using 
SVM classifier is more than 19 times as compared to MLP 
classifier in single stage for our application containing 43 
classes. However the increase in feature extraction time is 
about 1.0-1.5 ms if we combine two features. The recognition 
performance of SVM classifier is far better as compared to 
MLP classifier.  It means we should use SVM classifier but 
we must have to sort out a way to reduce the classification 
time. A strategy to do so has been made on Devanagari [54].  

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper the recognition performance of more than ten 
feature extraction methods is presented in context to 
Devanagari hand-printed character recognition using  three 
classifiers i.e. k-NN, MLP and SVM. The performance of 
MLP classifier is lying between the performance of SVM and 
k-NN classifiers. This is true for all the feature extraction 
methods. However, the classification time of SVM is very 
high as compared to MLP. As far as feature extraction 
methods for recognition are concerned, the four methods, i.e., 
profiles, histograms, crossings and Kirsch directional edges 
are not performing much better. Their recognition rate is 
between 84-86% on Devanagari database using SVM 
classifier in single stage recognition scheme. Among the 

various feature extraction methods analyzed in our study, the 
features extracted from binary images normalized to 16×16 
size having 256 binary feature components  is least performing 
and its recognition rate with SVM classifier is 82.3%. The 
zoning, distance transform, TDIST and NPW based features 
are better as compared to above mentioned features. Chain 
code histograms, directional distance distribution and gradient 
(Sobel operators) based features are performing features. 
Among the various feature extraction methods a gradient 
based features, Grd-200, is outperforming individually.  Its 
recognition rate is 93.5% using SVM classifier. In overall, the 
gradient based feature is outperforming the other features, 
studied here, in majority of aspects. In order to enhance the 
recognition performance of a recognition system, various 
authors have suggested using multiple features. We have also 
combined various features to know which feature combination 
is better for our application. The profiles, histograms, 
crossings, zoning, Kirsch directional edges based features 
degrade the performance of chain code histograms, gradient, 
TDIST, NPW and DT based features when combined with 
them. When zoning, chain code histograms, gradient, TDIST, 
NPW and distance transform based features are combined 
with each other, the performance in case of some combination 
is not affected much. The top three combinations, using SVM 
classifier in single stage, are TdistGrd-200, NpwGrd-200 and 
GrdCh-200 which have achieved recognition rates 93.9%, 

TABLE III 
EFFECT OF TRAINING SAMPLE SET SIZE ON RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS FEATURES 

 
Name of Feature 

Extraction method 

 
Size of 
Feature 
vector 

Recognition Rate (%) 
(Tested on 150 samples /class, test set A) 

 
Classifiers 

Number of Training Samples/class 
450 350 250 150 

 
Profile (Pro-240) 

 
240 

k-NN, 64.9 62.6 60.3 58.2 
MLP 84.9 83.8 82.5 78.8 

SVM(RBF) 87.9 87.4 85.6 82.4 
 

Histogram (His-158) 
 

158 
k-NN, 75.7 73.6 70.1 67.3 
MLP 84.1 83.5 81.6 78.9 

SVM(RBF) 87.8 86.5 84.4 81.6 
 

Crossings (Cro-158) 
 

158 
k-NN, 77.4 75.8 72.3 70.0 
MLP 84.5 78.1 76.2 74.1 

SVM(RBF) 88.5 87.9 87.0 85.4 

 
Zoning (Zn-100) 

 
100 

k-NN, 79.9 78.4 76.1 73.6 
MLP 84.8 83.2 80.1 75.3 

SVM(RBF) 90.7 90.1 88.3 85.6 
 

Distance   Transform 
(DT(Cha)-100) 

 
 

100 

k-NN, 79.3 77.7 75.5 73.1 
MLP 87.1 85.7 83.3 82.1 

SVM(RBF) 90.8 90.2 88.9 86.2 
Kirsch Directional 

Edges 
(Kir-100) 

 
100 

k-NN, 67.9 65.9 62.7 61.4 
MLP 85.3 84.5 83.4 81.2 

SVM(RBF) 89.0 87.8 86.2 83.6 
Chain Code 
Histograms 
(Ch-100) 

 
100 

k-NN, 83.6 82.2 79.5 77.8 
MLP 91.4 90.8 90.5 88.5 

SVM(RBF) 94.0 93.6 92.8 92.1 

Gradient (Sobel) 
Grd-100 

 
100 

k-NN, 87.7 85.6 83.5 82.1 
MLP 92.2 91.1 90.4 88.5 

SVM(RBF) 94.9 94.4 94.1 93.0 
Directional Distance 

Distribution 
(DDD(CT)-256) 

256 k-NN, 82.0 80.6 77.9 75.5 
MLP 92.0 91.5 89.7 88.4 

SVM(RBF) 94.1 93.8 92.6 91.7 
Neighborhood Pixels 

Weights 
(NPW-100) 

100 k-NN, 80.4 78.9 75.9 74.1 

MLP 87.7 86.4 85.1 83.5 
SVM(RBF) 90.1 89.1 87.3 84.4 

Total Distance in 4-
directions (TDIST-

100) 

100 k-NN, 81.5 80.3 77.7 75.6 
MLP 91.1 90.4 89.6 88.4 

SVM(RBF) 93.3 92.9 91.6 89.6 
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93.7% and 93.6 %, respectively. With MLP classifier, the top 
three combinations are TdistGrd-200, GrdDt-200, NpwGrd-
200 and their recognition rates are 90.1%, 90.1% and 90.0%, 
respectively. The recognition performance of a DDD based 
feature, DDD (CT)-256, has been least affected as test samples 
are slanted either to left or to right as compared to gradient 
and chain code histograms based features. The effect of taking 
less training samples is large on zoning, Kirsch directional 
edge, distance transform and less on chain code histograms, 
directional distance distribution (except in case of MLP), 
TDIST and NPW and least on gradient based features. The 
effect of small training data size on recognition rate of SVM 
classifier is least. This effect is large in case of MLP and very 
large on k-NN classifiers. There is small decrease in 
recognition rate in case of SVM based classifier for all feature 
types. This effect in decrease in recognition rate is large in 
case of MLP and larger in case of k-NN based classifiers for 
all feature extraction methods. The recognition performance of 
SVM classifier is far better as compared to MLP. Since, the 
classification time using SVM classifier is more than 19 times 
as compared to MLP classifier in single stage for our 
application containing 43 classes. It means we should use 
SVM classifier but we must have to sort out a way to reduce 
the classification time without compromising recognition rate. 
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